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21st Century Skills: a broad set of knowledge, skills, work habits; and character traits that are believed – by 
educators, school reformers, college professors, employers, and others – to be critically important to success in 
today’s world, particularly in collegiate and contemporary careers and workplaces. 

Access: equal access to everyone. How organizations make space for everyone along the range of human ability, 
experience and characteristics. Additional services are provided and/or actual or potential barriers are removed so 
that all individuals have equal opportunity to take full advantage of available arts opportunities  

Activity: actions taken, or work performed by your organization (Activities should be broad, but meaningful. For 
example, if you are a performing arts organization and your educational programming consists of student matinees 
twice a week and a 3-day in-school workshop, those would be two separate activities rather than one. But you would 
not list Tuesday and Thursday matinees as separate activities.) 

Adult Participant: an individual aged 18 to 64 years: generally a person who is out of high school.  

American Indian or Alaska Native: a person having origins in any of the original peoples of North and South 
America (including Central America) and who maintains tribal affiliation or community attachment.  

Artistic Area: artist communities; arts education; dance; design; folk and traditional arts; literature; media arts; 
museum; music; opera; presenting and multidisciplinary works; theatre and musical theatre; and visual arts.  

Arts Experiences: the full spectrum of offerings by arts organizations available to the public. 

Arts Integration: an approach to teaching in which students engage in a creative process which connects an art 
form and another subject area and meets learning objectives in both. 

Asian: a person having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the Indian 
subcontinent, including, for example, Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippine 
Islands, Thailand and Vietnam.  

Black or African American, Non-Hispanic: a person having origins in any of the Black racial group of Africa. It 
includes people who indicate their race as “Black or African American”, or report entries such as African American, 
Kenyan, Nigerian, or Hattian.  

BIPOC: Acronym for “Black, Indigenous, and People of Color”  

Board Leadership: Board members who, for example, are members of an Executive Committee or lead or chair 
board sub-committees  

Collaborator: an individual, foundation, municipality, non-profit, or other entity that provides support or resources to 
facilitate arts and cultural offerings; support or resources could be financial, paid, or in-kind support to arts and 
culture in the form of a donation or gift, grant, professional service, or volunteer service.  

Consumer: an individual who observes or participates in arts and culture, such as attending a performance or 
exhibit, reading a book, seeing a movie, viewing public art, participating in a workshop or residency.  

Creative Industries: arts-centric businesses that range from nonprofit museums, symphonies, and theaters to for-
profit film, architecture, and advertising companies; businesses involved in the production or distribution of the arts.  
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Cross Cultural Understanding: knowledge and appreciation of the characteristics, values, beliefs and behaviors of 
other cultures 

Cautionary: refers to the analysis of an organization’s submitted financial statements as it relates to thresholds 
established for funding through the Operating Support Grant program  

Diverse Populations: people of varying races/ethnicities, ages, disabilities, sexual orientation, genders, gender 
identities, socioeconomic statuses, geographies, citizenship statuses, religions, etc.  

Diversity: understanding that even when people appear the same, they are different in many ways. The many ways 
people are different and the same at the individual and group levels. In other words, even when people appear the 
same, they are different.  

Economy: refers to conditions of prosperity which contribute to a thriving quality of life, rather than traditional 
economic impact indicators. 

Education: every child in our community has the opportunity to experience and participate in arts and culture 
through offerings in school, out of school, and with their families.  

Equity: treating all members of a community equally. Equity requires attention to governance, representation and 
other power indicators.  

Exhibition: and arts and culture offering that is a display of art or culture in a designated space, such as a museum 
or a gallery, or a space that is made accessible to the public; can be led by a guide or self-guided.  

Extraordinary: experiences in the arts that are out of the ordinary, could not necessarily be found in other places, or 
that are otherwise seen as fresh and innovative – helping to differentiate our region through the arts 

Fiscal Year: a fiscal year is an accounting year that, unlike the calendar year, doesn't necessarily end on Dec. 31. A 
fiscal year is a customized 12-month period used for accounting purposes. For example, an organization might 
operate on a fiscal year that begins on Nov. 1 and ends on Oct. 31. (See page 4) 

Gender Identity: One’s innermost concept of self as male, female, or a blend of both or neither – how individuals 
perceive themselves and what they call themselves. One’s gender identity can be the same or different from their sex 
assigned at birth.  

Greater St. Louis: In Missouri: City of St. Louis, Counties of St. Louis, St. Charles, Franklin, Lincoln, Warren and 
Jefferson. In Illinois: Madison, Monroe, St. Clair, Jersey and Clinton Counties.  

Hispanic or Latino: a person of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central American, or other Spanish culture 
or origin regardless of race.  

Inclusion: intentionally ensuring that each person feels valued and connected. While an inclusive group is 
necessarily diverse, a diverse group may or may not be inclusive.  

Individuals with Disabilities: people who have a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more 
life activity.  
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Installation: an arts and culture offering that is one or more works of art  

LGBTQ+: An acronym for “lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer.” 

Location: an arts and culture offering that can take place at a designated arts and culture venue (i.e., theatre, 
museum, music hall, amphitheater, park, or gallery.)  

Meaningful Arts Education Opportunities: varied arts learning experiences for youth provided both inside and 
outside of the school environment, including learning and creating art with teaching artists, experiencing art created 
or presented by professional artists, and integrating the arts into the learning of other subjects 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander: a person having origins in any of the peoples of Hawaii, Guam, Samoa 
or other Pacific Islands.  

Neighborhoods: places people feel related to and where they have relationships with others 

Neighborhood Vibrancy: possessing a strong identity with residents who care deeply about their neighborhood 

Non-Binary/Gender Non-Conforming: An adjective describing a person who does not identify exclusively as a man 
or  a woman. Non-binary people may identify as being both a man and a woman, somewhere in between, or as 
falling completely outside these categories. While many also identify as transgender, not all non-binary people do. 
Non-binary can also be used as an umbrella term encompassing identities such as agender, bigender, genderqueer 
or gender-fluid.  

Offering: the opportunity for an individual to participate in arts and culture as a creator or consumer; arts and culture 
offerings encompass varying levels of skill and engagement and occur at varying locations.  

Older Adult: An individual aged 65 or older.  

Organizational Capacity and Sustainability: an organization that:  

1. Demonstrates strong plans for maintaining sustainable operating in 2022 and beyond, so that it may recover 
from COVID-19 and rebuild a thriving, vibrant, inclusive and equitable community for all.  

2. Is looking for opportunities for new collaborations, shared services, and strategic alliances that could result 
in cost savings and /or revenue generation across the sector.  

Other Ethnic Origin or Race: includes all other responses not included in the “Hispanic or Latino,” “White,” “Black or 
African American,” “American Indian or Alaskan Native,” “ Asian,” “and “Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander” 
ethnic origin or race categories. It includes persons having origins in any of the original peoples of the Middle East or 
North Africa and  people who report identities such as Lebanese, Arab, or Moroccan. People who do not report being 
of Hispanic origin. People self-reporting identities such as  “multiracial,” “mixed,” or “interracial” are also included in 
this category.  

Outcome: the benefit or change for individuals or populations during or after participating in an experience.  

Outcomes: Answer the questions “What difference did the activity make?” and “What does success look like for the 
activity?” can be qualitative or quantitative 
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Participant: an individual who engages in arts and culture.  

Paying participant: a creator or consumer who pays money to experience arts and culture such as purchasing a 
ticket or product or paying tuition or admission for a workshop or training.  

Performance: an arts and culture offering that is a single staging, presentation, and/or showing of dance, theatre, 
film, spoke word, storytelling, and/or music.  

Production: an arts and culture offering that is any work of theatre, dance, film, spoken word, storytelling or music 
that is performed and presented.  

Refuge: a person outside his or her country of nationality who is unable or unwilling to return to his or her country of 
nationality because of fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social 
group, or political opinion.  

Region: as defined by the United States Census, the 16 counties in Missouri and Illinois that comprise the St. Louis 
SMSA 

Special Event: an arts and culture offering that is an organized event with the specific intent of raising funds, 
generating income for creators, promoting or increasing access to and awareness of arts and culture; this includes 
but is not limited festivals or galas.  

Special Population: a disadvantaged group, such as individuals with disabilities , individuals living in institutions, 
low-income individuals, individuals with limited English proficiency, individuals of color, individuals identifying as 
LBGTQ, etc.  

Staff Leadership: Staff members who make important decision; for example, department heads, director level staff 
members and above.  

Total Number of Experiences: the total number of participants served by your organization. Total number of 
experiences can include an individual who is counted multiple times  over the course of the year. The same 
participant could attend a workshop, multiple performances or a special event during the year.  

 Example of how to calculate total number of experiences:  

 Last year ABC Theatre engaged 3,000 participants in workshops, 42,000 participants at performances, and 
 1,000 participants at special events. In total ABC Theatre provided 46,000 total experiences.  

Underserved: those individuals and groups who by virtue of prioritization, interest, geography, economics, or other 
barriers have disproportionately less access to arts opportunities than others.  

White, Non-Hispanic: a person having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe. It includes people who 
indicate their race as “White” or report entries such as Irish, German, Italian, or Caucasian. People who do not report 
being of Hispanic origin.  

Young Adult: an individual aged 18-40 years old.  

Youth: an individual aged 6-17 years; generally a person in grades Kindergarten through 12.  


